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1. What country are you from?

6 réponses

2. During the last three years were you the member in the team of a
European project in your school?

6 réponses

3. If your answer was yes, please write below the type of the project and its name.

4 réponses

Erasmus+

Type of the project: KA2. Name: Let's build the city of our future.

KA2, Let's build the city of our future

KA2 Let's build the city of our future

Final assessment  - STUDENTS
6 réponses

Publier les données analytiques
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4. Please mention below at least two objectives of the project.

6 réponses

Learning about different cultures, improving our knowledge of the english language

Increase of environmental awareness, visualization of future cities, acceptance of different
people/cultures.

Increasing environmental awareness, visualising future cities

Increase environmental awareness, learn about other cultures

futur and development

Make friendships , come closer to other eu countries

5. Are you involved in activities of the project?

6 réponses

6. If the answer was yes, please write down at least two examples of project activities
in which you were involved

6 réponses

Creating presentations, participation in research

creating power point presentations, involvement in several studies

Creating presentations and participating in research

Presentations, participation in researches

draw in the school and the museum

Visiting museums , work in teams

Copier

Yes
No

100%
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7. Please mention below at least two kind of products of the project

5 réponses

Presentations, quizzes

presentations, posting on the blog, quizzes

Presentations, as well as blog posts

Presentations, questionnaires

Make friends , increase awareness

8. To what extent have the project activities contributed to the
enrichment of your general culture ?

6 réponses

9. To what extent have the project contributed to inform you about the
programs financed by the European Union?

5 réponses
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10. To what extent have the project activities helped develop your
language skills?

6 réponses

11. To what extent have the project activities contributed to improve
your self esteem ?

6 réponses
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12. To what extent have the project activities contributed to improve
your ICT skills ?

5 réponses

13. To what extent have the project activities contributed to raising your
awareness of the importance of ecology and sustainability for
mankind?

6 réponses
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14. To what extent have the project activities contributed to improving
the image of your school within the local community?

6 réponses

15.Please write a final thought

6 réponses

A final thought (ha ha)

I genuinely enjoyed my time as part of this project. I loved being educated in the others'
cultures and the students involved in it were so incredible that I'm glad I kept in touch with
them even after the end of the project!

It was a really educative experience which gave us the chance to get to know people from
other cultures, but also participate in activities with them.

Generally a very good experience

i like greece, too much love

We had a really good time
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